
19 Oct 15

To all of you (not including all the student emails!) I am trying to get you an update as of 7 am this morning.

As you all know, Moodlerooms decided to tank yesterday & we got "error writing to database" errors all over the 
place, from grade book, to quizzes/  exams and even some page editing.

After the first help email came in last night, I created a "fix it" ticket with Moodlerooms corp support.     To 
Moodlerooms credit, I started getting feedback within an hour & they worked on it for some time.  (as your emails to 
me continued to add up!)

This morning they have informed me they believe have resolved the issue(s).

Apparently, we completely filled all back-end database space & you all couldn't edit or add because the database 
tables/etc. were full.   They informed me their alert software did not alert them to this fact, but hopefully now have 
fixed the alert notices as well as increased the sizes of the back end databases which hold all our data in the LMS.

Please let me know if you have issues still - and remember, please, - always send me the CRN when you are 
reporting issues so that I can more quickly check & report as needed.

Happy Monday, eh?

Paul

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
Paul Kittle, MS, MSLS
Professor
Distance Learning/Electronic Reference Librarian
Moodlerooms SysAdmin
Mt. San Antonio College
B6-208
(909) 274 4258
-
The major difference between a thing that might go wrong and a thing that cannot possibly go wrong is that when a 
thing that cannot possibly go wrong goes wrong it usually turns out to be impossible to get at or repair.
-- Doug Adams 
=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

To unsubscribe from the OLSC list, click the following link:
http://listserv.mtsac.edu/scripts/wa.exe?

TICKET=NzM1OTIwIG1jaGVuQE1UU0FDLkVEVSBPTFNDIGtZlKRWaUIC&c=SIGNOFF
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Sticky Note
This is an examples of monitoring faculty reports of Moodlerooms problems and escalating them to high tier of customer support by MR.


